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Abstract
Landslide is a natural hazard which carries water, mud, debris and sometimes large boulders. Earthquakes, heavy rainfall and tectonic forces are natural responsible factors for
landslides, whereas overpopulation and rapid development in the hilly region are unnatural
factors which involve human activities such as construction/maintenance of roads, highways, railways and buildings by the unplanned excavation of rock slopes. Both natural and
unnatural factors have been accountable for the increase in the probability of landslides in
the past few decades. In the present study, stability analysis of rock slopes has been carried
out along Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn road section of Aizawl. Kinematic analysis has been
performed to identify the road cut slopes which have the potential to fail, and mainly two
types of failures were found, i.e., wedge and topple failure. In order to check the stability
of road cut slopes, Geological Strength Index, slope mass rating (SMR) and continuous
slope mass rating (CoSMR) have been used in this study. Numerical modelling has also
been performed to assess the stability of the road cut slope. The maximum displacement of
0.79 m with a maximum velocity of 0.78 m/s has been found for rock slope at location L1
using numerical modelling which confirms the finding from kinematic analysis, SMR and
CoSMR analysis.
Keywords Road cut slopes · Kinematic analysis · Stability analysis · Rockmass
characterization · UDEC · Aizawl
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1 Introduction
Instability is dangerous in rock slopes of mountainous terrain around the globe. In the
northeast region of India, a landslide is a severe problem especially at the time of monsoon. For many years, minor and major landslides have been reported in this region
which results in injuries, fatal accidents, traffic disruption and loss of property. Saikhamakawn area had witnessed massive landslide in 2008, causing loss of two lives
and four were injured (Lallianthanga et al. 2013). The road which connects the Aizawl
city to Lengpui airport was blocked due to the landslide in 2011 (Lallianthanga et al.
2013) and 2017 (Sardana et al. 2019). Laipuitlang area had experienced fatal landslides in 2013, in which 17 persons were killed, more than 10 were injured, many vehicles and almost 15 houses were damaged (Laldinpuia et al. 2014). In 2016, landslide
initiated by very heavy rain destroyed ten houses in the city and destroyed two cemeteries in Bungkawn and Khatla locality results in a disruption in telecommunication
and mobile networks and road block at 20 places in the district. The above-mentioned
incidents show the instability of rock slopes which makes the stability assessment necessary for this region.
Slope stability depends on the orientation of discontinuity in the rockmass. Slopes
along the road cut may fail due to the presence of unevenly oriented discontinuities in
the rock mass. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate unfavorably orientation of discontinuity (Park et al. 2016). The mode of slope failure may be planer, wedge and topple
based on the oriented discontinuities which can be named as faults, joints, bedding
plane and shear zone. Rock slopes in the Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn region are vertical or sub-vertical, and they have two types of joint orientations. Wedge failure has
been observed prominently in this region. Various rockmass classification systems such
as rock mass rating; RMR (Bieniawski 1979), slope mass rating; SMR (Romana 1985),
continuous slope mass rating; CoSMR (Tomás et al. 2007) and Geological Strength
Index; GSI (Hoek and Brown 1997) are frequently used to carry out the stability of
rock slopes. Researchers around the globe have carried out various stability assessment
using rockmass classification (Sardana et al. 2019; Sarkar et al. 2012), rockfall assessment (Verma et al. 2018; Vishal et al. 2017) and stability in soil slopes (Singh et al.
2018), stability of rock slopes using numerical modelling techniques (Verma et al.
2016, 2019; Pradhan et al. 2018; Kumar et al. 2017; Verma and Singh 2010) in the
landslide-prone area.

2 Theoretical background
Empirical rockmass classification and numerical modelling have been used in his study
to assess the stability of rock slopes. Rockmass classification is a significant tool for
the stability analysis of road cut slopes. From the past few decades, it is remarkably
used and found to be very successful for design and construction (Goel and Singh
2011). In rockmass classification, the performance of slope is evaluated on the basis of
its structural and inherent parameters. There are numbers of empirical rockmass classification that exists for tunnel, mines and slopes, which was revised and/or modified
time to time (Pantelidis 2009).
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2.1 Slope mass rating (SMR)
SMR technique is used to assess the stability of rock slopes. It is based on basic RMR index
with the addition of four adjustment factors (Romana 1985, 1993). These adjustment factors
are discrete and more decision-based. SMR is suitable for the assessment of slope stability
including heavily jointed rock masses. This technique was initially discussed only for planer
and toppling failure. Later on, it was modified and wedge failure was introduced in this technique by Anbalagan et al. (1992). Further, it has been used for the basis of many other rockmass classification schemes. SMR can be calculated as given in Eq. 1.
(1)
where RMRb is basic RMR index given by Bieniawski (1979, 1989). F1, F2 and F3 are
adjustment factors which depend on the joints-slope relationship, and F4 depends on the
type of excavation.
F1 refers to the parallelism between joint dip direction (αj, joint dip direction for planar or
toppling failure; αi, plunge direction of line of intersection for wedge failure) and slope dip
direction (αs) and can be computed as given in Eq. 2.

SMR = RMRb + F1 ∗ F2 ∗ F3 + F4

F1 = (1−Sin A)2

(2)

where A denotes the angle between joint and slope dip direction.
F2 refers to the probability of joint shear strength. It depends on joint dip (βj) for planar failure or plunge of line of intersection (βi) for wedge failure and its value remains 1.0 for toppling
failure. It also can be empirically calculated as given in Eq. 3.
(3)
F3 refers to the relationship between joint dip (βj, for planar or toppling failure; βi, for
wedge failure) and slope dip (βs). F4 is evaluated on the basis of the excavation method (Goel
and Singh 2011).

F2 = tan 𝛽j

2.2 Continuous slope mass rating
CoSMR is the modification of the SMR method by continuous function (Tomás et al. 2007).
It is calculated by the same equation used for calculation of SMR, but the only difference
is in the computation of adjustment factors (F1, F2 and F3) and factor F4 will be same as in
SMR. SMR is discrete in nature, whereas CoSMR is continuous. The factors F1, F2 and F3 for
CoSMR are calculated using Eqs. 4–7.
)
(
1
3
16
−
Arctan
F1 =
(|A| − 17)
(4)
25 500
10

)
(
17
1
9
−
Arctan
(B − 5)
16 195
100

(5)

1
F3 = −30 + Arctan(C)
3

(6)

1
F3 = −13 − Arctan(C − 120)
7

(7)

F2 =
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where arctan function and the parameters A, B and C are expressed in degrees. The F1, F2
and F3 are computed on the basis of parameters A, B and C. The value of parameters A, B
and C can be calculated as per the respective mode of failure (Romana 1985). Factor F3 is
calculated using Eq. 6 in the case of planar and/or wedge failure and Eq. 7 in case of topple
failure (Tomás et al. 2007).

2.3 Geological Strength Index
GSI was proposed by Hoek and Brown (1997), and it was modified by many researchers
(Marinos and Hoek 2000; Sonmez and Ulusay 2002). This approach has been widely used
for rockmass classification. It is frequently used for the estimation of strength of jointed
rockmass on the basis of valuation of blockiness of rock structure and surface condition
of discontinuities. This method is good for the quick assessment of rockmass. It is a very
simple and practical approach. It can be estimated from visual inspection of the rockmass.
GSI is an alternative tool to the RMR for determining the strength parameters of rockmass.
The advantage of GSI method is that it overcomes the difficulties that occur in evaluation
of RMR for very poor rockmass and double-counting the impact of joint orientations and
groundwater. GSI can be empirically calculated using basic RMR as given in Eq. 8.

GSI = RMRb − 5 for GSI ≥ 18 or RMR ≥ 23
(8)
where RMRb is rockmass rating when the rating of groundwater condition is 15 and rating
of adjustment for joint orientation is zero (Goel and Singh 2011).

2.4 Kinematic analysis
Kinematic analysis is used to identify the instability in the rock slopes. It is the widely used
technique for the analysis of various modes of slope failures. The analysis is carried out
with the help of stereographic projection method in which measured values of dip and dip
direction of joint sets are plotted on stereonet, and mode of failure is examined with respect
to slope orientation and internal friction angle of discontinuity (Park et al. 2016).
Planar failure occurs rarely as compared to other modes of failure. In the kinematic
analysis of a planer failure, the region is enclosed by the inside the daylight envelope and
outside of the pole friction circle. The poles within the region have the potential to slide.
Wedge failure occurs when a rock wedge formed by two intersection planes is sliding along
the direction of line of intersection of these planes. In the stereograph plots, wedge failure
is represented by the intersection of joint planes plotted in the critical zone. The critical
zone is explained as the area outside the slope plane and inside the plane friction cone. The
trend and the plunge of the line of intersection are calculated from the stereoplot (Wyllie
and Mah 2004).
Toppling is common in sub-vertical joints. It involves rotation of rock columns or
blocks about a stationary base. Toppling failure can be described as two types, one is block
topple and other is flexural topple. In block toppling, rock columns are formed by one set
of discontinuity dipping steeply into slope face and the height of the column is defined by
the other set of broadly spaced discontinuity, whereas in flexural topple, the continuous
rock columns which are separated by the discontinuities are bend forward before failure
(Wyllie and Mah 2004). For toppling, the planes must slide to each other. In the stereoplot
graph of flexural toppling, the critical zone is defined by the slip limit plane. The dip of the
slip limit plane is calculated by subtraction of friction angle from the slope angle, and the
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dip direction is same as the dip direction of slope face. The poles plotted within the critical
zone represent flexural toppling (Goodman 1989).

2.5 Numerical modelling
Numerical modelling has also played a vital role in the study of the stability of slopes and
tunnels. In finite element method (FEM), the relation between joints and rockmass is modelled more realistic. This method uses Mohr–Coulomb approach for the analysis of rock
slope stability (Ramakrishnan et al. 2013). FEM has limited ability in case of modelling of
toppling failure due to its continuum formulation (Pritchard and Savigny 1990).
Distinct element method (DEM) is based on discontinuum approach for modelling of
rockmass. A rockmass is a representation of an assembly of blocks, and discontinuities
are treated as boundary conditions. After loading, the forces and displacement can find
out by tracing the block movement through a series of calculations. Universal distinct element code (UDEC) is two-dimensional DEM approach. The blocks can be rigid or deformable. The deformable blocks are represented by a finite difference zone with a continuum
mesh, and the behavior of each zone depends on prescribed stress–strain law. UDEC can
be applied to every case which needs an explanation of the two-dimensional structure. It is
used in various scientific analysis and engineering applications such as stability analysis
for jointed rock slopes, underground excavations and many more (Pritchard and Savigny
1990).
Euler’s equation of motion for a rigid body is the basic equation of distinct element
method. The equation for translation and rotation for each block can be, respectively,
expressed as given in Eqs. 9–10.

dv
dpi
= m i = Fi
dt
dt

(9)

d𝝎j
dqi
= Iij
= Ti
dt
dt

(10)

where Fi and Ti are the sums of forces and toque applied to block, vi and ωj are the linear
and angular velocity of the block, m is the mass and Iij is moment of inertia of the block in
ith direction (Lanaro et al. 1997).

3 Study area
Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn road section is located in Aizawl district of Mizoram, in
the northeast region of India (Fig. 1). Aizawl is a state capital covering 3576 square km
area of Mizoram. The area is geographically located between latitudes 23°42′32.61″N to
23°42′22.42″N and longitudes 92°43′9.7″E to 92°43′7.25″E. It falls under old toposheet
number 84A10 and new toposheet number F46C10 of a survey of India. The area comes
under Bhuban formation of Surma group. The litho-unit consists of mainly sandstone,
siltstone and shale (Kesari 2011). Mostly sandstone shale intercalation was observed in
the field. During the field survey, blocky rockmass structure at L6 (Fig. 2a), very blocky
structure at L5 (Fig. 2b) and disturbed/blocky structure at L4 and L1 (Fig. 2c, d) has been
observed. The geological information of the rock slopes along Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn
road section is provided in Table 1.
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Fig. 1  Locations of rock slopes along Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn road section (Google earth imagery)

Fig. 2  Field photographs showing a blocky rockmass structure at location L6, b very blocky structure at
location L5, c disturbed/blocky/seamy structure at location L4 and d disturbed/blocky/seamy structure at
location L1
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Table 1  Geological information of Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn road section
Location

Latitude

Longitude

Lithology

L1

23°42′32.61″N

42°43′9.7″E

Sandstone shale intercalations

L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9

23°42′31.17″N
23°42′29.7″N
23°42′29.26″N
23°42′28.09″N
23°42′26.95″N
23°42′25.67″N
23°42′23.62″N
23°42′22.42″N

92°43′9.22″E
92°43′8.49″E
92°43′8.26″E
92°43′7.68″E
92°43′7.16″E
92°43′6.69″E
92°43′6.88″E
92°43′7.25″E

Sandstone shale intercalations
Sandstone shale intercalations
Sandstone shale intercalations
Massive sandstone and shale
Sandy shale
Shaly sandstone
Massive sandstone
Sandstone shale intercalations

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Slope stability analysis using Geological Strength Index
A detailed survey in the field has been carried out on rockmass structure and surface condition of discontinuities to determine the range of GSI. GSI range for each slope has been
evaluated based on the GSI chart proposed by Marinos and Hoek (2000). Rockmass structure was observed to be varying from blocky structure to blocky/disturbed/seamy structure
of the rock slopes with a surface condition varying from fair to poor. Rock slopes L6, L7
and L9 have high from GSI range 45–65, three rock slopes L2, L5 and L8 have medium
from GSI range 35–55, one rock slope L4 also has medium GSI range from 30 to 45, and
the remaining two rock slopes L1 and L3 have low GSI range from 20 to 35. Rockmass
structure observed during the survey is shown in some of the field photographs (Fig. 2).
Quantitative values of GSI have been calculated on the basis of the modified GSI chart
(Sonmez and Ulusay 2002). Joint volume count (Jv) and surface condition of discontinuities, i.e., roughness, weathering and infilling, were estimated for each location in the field.
Structure rating (SR) and surface condition rating (SCR) have been calculated from the
formulae providing in GSI chart (2002) as given in Fig. 3. The red color triangles in Fig. 3
indicate the quantified value of GSI based on SR and SCR for studied rock slopes. Quantified GSI (2002) values vary from 31 to 64 for this region and lies in the blocky structure,
very blocky structure and blocky/disturbed/seamy structure. Both the quantified values of
GSI (2002) and the range of GSI (2000) values are provided in Table 2. In addition, R
 MRb
has been calculated from the quantified value of GSI for all studied slopes using the rela MRb has been
tion between GSI and R
 MRb as discussed in Eq. 8. Further, the rating of R
used in the calculation of SMR and CoSMR.
A comparative graph has been plotted between quantified GSI (2002) and GSI range
(2000) for all nine rock slopes for a better understanding of these two techniques. In three
cases (L1, L3 and L6), quantified GSI values fall nearby to the higher GSI range, whereas
for remaining cases it falls approximately at the middle of the GSI range except for location
L2, where quantified GSI value falls nearby to the lower GSI range. It has been observed
that the quantified values of GSI (2002) for all nine rock slopes lies within the range of GSI
(2000) (Fig. 4). Hence, for representing the rock mass in geological terms, the quantified
GSI value can be assigned along with the range of GSI depending on the scope and objective of the study.
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Fig. 3  Quantified GSI value plotted in modified GSI chart (Sonmez and Ulusay 2002)
Table 2  Quantified GSI values
(Sonmez and Ulusay 2002) and
GSI range (Marinos and Hoek
2000)

13

Location

SR

SCR

Quantified
GSI (2002)

GSI range (2000)

L1

32.4

L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9

43.4
39.5
39.5
51.6
79.8
67.7
48.4
60.6

6

31

20–35

8
6
8
8
10
10
10
10

39
33
38
43
64
56
47
53

35–55
20–35
30–45
35–55
45–65
45–65
35–55
45–65

Natural Hazards
65
60
55
50

GSI

45
40
35
30

GSI Range (2000)

25

Quanfied GSI (2002)

20
15

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

Location
Fig. 4  Comparison of GSI range (2000) and quantified GSI values (2002)

4.2 Kinematic analysis
Kinematic analysis has been carried out to identify the possible mode of rockmass failure
using DIPS 6.0 (Rocscience Inc. 2015). Parameters such as joint orientation (J1, J2), bed
orientation (S0), slope orientation (SL) and angle of internal friction (ϕ) for the kinematic
analysis along with the potential mode of failure for each rock slope are given in Table 3.
Four out of nine locations (L3, L6, L7 and L9) show no failure in the stereoplot graphs,
whereas for the remaining five slopes, wedge, flexural topple and topple failure were found
in the analysis. No signs of planar failure have been observed in the stereoplot graph. Two

Table 3  Structural data and various modes of failure in kinematic analysis
Location

Joint orientation
J1 (D/DD)

L1

85/00

L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9

85/00
60/170
60/170
60/170
85/240
88/220
45/200
88/184

J2 (D/DD)

Bed orientation (D/DD)

Slope orienta- Internal friction Type of failure
tion (D/DD)
angle; ϕ (°)

×

55/270

75/90

23

Flexural topple
and direct
topple

×
×
×
×
×
×
70/285
×

57/270
58/220
58/220
65/270
72/240
52/240
55/245
45/274

55/90
70/130
80/130
60/90
70/150
70/150
80/155
85/184

27
24
26
29
39
35
31
34

Direct topple
No failure
Wedge
Flexural topple
No failure
No failure
Wedge
No failure

D dip, DD dip direction
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out of five rock slopes (L4 and L8) show wedge failure, and the remaining rock slopes (L1,
L3 and L5) shows either flexural topple or direct topple failure. Stereoplot graphs along
with the field photographs for failure rock slopes are shown in Fig. 5.
Stereoplot graph of L1 shows potential for flexural topple failure and direct topple failure due to the presence of sub-vertical joint sets. Flexural topple occurs when half of the
joint set lies in critical zone (a pink region in stereograph plots) and rest half in the noncritical zone in the stereograph projection (Fig. 5a). Similarly, for location L5, the poles
of bedding plane lie in the critical zone which represents the potential of flexural topple
failure. At location L2, topple failure occurs due to the intersection of planes (J1 and S0)
that lies in the shaded part of stereoplot (Fig. 5b). Both the locations L4 and L8 show the
potential of wedge failure. Location L4 shows single wedge failure due to the intersection
between the joint plane and bedding plane lies in the critical region. The plunge direction
of line of intersection has been measured to be 200° from the stereoplot (Fig. 5c). Location
L8 shows three wedge failures, as it has three intersection points between J1 & J2, J2 &
S0, and S0 & J1 that lies in the critical zone. The plunge direction of line of intersection
for three wedge failures W1, W2 and W3 has been measured to be 200°, 215° and 224°
(Fig. 5d).

4.3 Slope mass rating (SMR) analysis
SMR technique has been applied at the locations which have potential to various modes
of failure. SMR is calculated using Eq. 1. Ratings of correction factors F1, F2 and F3 were
obtained for different joint orientation as per the mode of failure. Mode of failure at each
location was already determined and discussed in the kinematic analysis. The excavation
method for the road cut slopes has been assumed as ‘poor blasting’ category to account
the maximum vulnerability. Hence, the value of factor F4 has been taken as ‘− 8’ (Romana
1985). It has been observed that two slopes (L1 and L5) have the potential of flexural topple failure with an SMR score less than 20, and hence they come under class V of stability
(i.e completely unstable). SMR scores for remaining slopes lie in the range of 20–40, and
hence they come under class IV of stability (i.e., unstable). So, all the slopes which have
the potential to fail are either unstable or completely unstable (Table 4).

4.4 Continuous slope mass rating (CoSMR) analysis
Continuous SMR technique has been also applied at the studied slopes. Ratings of correction factors F1, F2 and F3 for CoSMR are calculated using Eqs. 4–7. The value of factor F4
has considered as same as in the case of SMR. The results have been found similar to the
SMR results. Two rock slopes L1 and L5 come under class V, and remaining slopes comes
under class IV (Table 5). A minor difference has been observed between the scores of these
two SMR techniques. The scores of CoSMR are continuous and slightly higher than the
scores of SMR for all studied rock slopes except for two wedge failures (W1 and W2) at
location L8.

4.5 Two‑dimensional numerical modelling analysis
A two-dimensional distinct element code (UDEC) has been used to analyze the stability at location L1. Slope height and slope angle have been taken as 13.5 m and 75°,
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Fig. 5  Stereographic projection along with field photographs showing a flexural topple failure at location
L1, b direct topple failure at location L2, c wedge failure at location L4 d wedge failure at location L8
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Table 4  Stability class from slope mass rating analysis
Location

Failure

RMRb

F1

F2

F3

F4

SMR

Class

Stability

L1

FT, T

36

1

1

− 25

−8

3

V

Completely unstable

L2
L4
L5
L8

T
W
FT
W1
W2
W3

44
43
48
52
52
52

1
0.15
1
0.15
0.15
0.15

1
1
1
0.85
0.85
1

−6
− 60
− 25
− 60
− 60
− 60

−8
−8
−8
−8
−8
−8

30
26
15
36.35
36.35
35

IV
IV
V
IV
IV
IV

Unstable
Unstable
Completely unstable
Unstable
Unstable
Unstable

CSMR

Class

Stability

W wedge failure, T topple failure, FT flexural topple failure
Table 5  Stability class from continuous slope mass rating analysis
Location

Failure

RMRb

F1

F2

F3

F4

L1

FT, T

36

0.99

1

− 25.04

−8

3.03

V

Completely unstable

L2
L4
L5
L8

T
W
FT
W1
W2
W3

44
43
48
52
52
52

0.99
0.14
0.99
0.21
0.17
0.16

1
0.99
1
0.98
0.97
0.98

− 1.16
− 59.2
− 24.24
− 59.45
− 59.48
− 59.29

−8
−8
−8
−8
−8
−8

34.84
26.39
15.82
31.28
33.6
34.31

IV
IV
V
IV
IV
IV

Unstable
Unstable
Completely unstable
Unstable
Unstable
Unstable

W wedge failure, T topple failure, FT flexural topple failure

Table 6  Block and joint properties in numerical modelling
Rockmass properties

Joint properties

Parameters

Value

Unit

Parameters

Value

Unit

Bulk modulus

37.7

Gpa

Joint shear stiffness

1

GPa/m

Shear modulus
Density
Friction
Cohesion
–

39.7
2700
42
8
–

Gpa
kg/m3
°
MPa
–

Joint normal stiffness
Friction
Cohesion
Joint spacing
Bed spacing

40
30
0
0.3 (vertical)
0.5 (horizontal)

GPa/m
°
MPa
m
m

respectively. Toppling failure has been analyzed using the two-dimensional model of
rock slope. Material properties for rockmass and joints used in numerical simulation are
given in Table 6. The effect of gravity load has been studied and toppling failure found
to be prominent in the model. The result of the numerical analysis shows the detachment of small blocks with a displacement of rock mass at certain locations. The base of
toppling failure and direction of movement of rock mass has been also obtained using
numerical simulation (Fig. 6a). Other than displacement, velocity vectors (Fig. 6b) have
been also plotted to understand the direction of movement of rock blocks.
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Fig. 6  a Plot of displacement vectors and b plot of velocity vectors for location L1
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5 Conclusion
Various rockmass characterization and numerical simulation have been carried out to
assess the stability of rock slopes on the road cut section of Kulikawn to Saikhamakawn.
Range of GSI (2000) and a quantified value of GSI (2002) have been calculated on the
basis of an extensive field survey on nine rock slopes. The comparison among them shows
that the precise value of GSI (2002) lies in the range of GSI (2000). It has been observed
the three rock slopes, which comes under the blocky rockmass structure category in GSI
(L6, L7 and L9), also show no failure in the kinematic analysis. Remaining six slopes come
under very blocky or blocky/disturbed rockmass structure category in GSI. Five out of the
remaining six slopes show potential to various modes of failure in the kinematic analysis
except for slope L3. Two rock slopes L4 and L8 show potential to the wedge failure, and
three slopes L1, L2 and L5 shows either topple and/or flexural topple failure. The chances
of flexural toppling can be reduced by two ways either decreasing the inclination in slope
face or the slope dip must be 10°–15° higher than to the normal to the discontinuities to
increase the stability of the slope. Joint slip leads to failure which further leads to fracture
of rock column. The findings of the kinematic analysis confirm the failure observations at
field survey.
SMR and CoSMR scores have been calculated for rock slopes which show potential
to fail in the kinematic analysis. SMR is based on discrete function, whereas CoSMR is
based on a continuous function. Although the scores of CoSMR were slightly higher than
the scores of SMR, both techniques gave similar results. Both discrete SMR and continous
SMR show that L1 and L5 were ‘completely unstable,’ and L2, L4 and L8 were ‘unstable’. Numerical modelling has been carried out at rock slope L1 to understand the complex
behavior of toppling failure. It has been also used to validate the result of kinematic analysis carried out for a specified location. Numerical analysis shows the maximum displacement of 0.79 m and a maximum velocity of 0.76 m/s for rock slope. All the results show
that the maximum rock slopes in this region are not stable and prone to failure.
Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank the Ministry of Earth Sciences of India, for supporting
this research project (MOES/P.O.(GeoSci)/42/2015) financially.
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